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CHIEF EXECUTIVE’S

WELCOME
As I write, the Queen has (just) appointed Britain’s new
Prime Minister. After the impasse of the May government,
perhaps Boris Johnson will bring some sort of conclusion
to what I suspect most of us (regardless of our views on the
rights or wrongs of Brexit) would regard as an unedifying
saga. Happily, despite the political chaos of recent months,
the BCO remains in rude health.

Unsurprisingly, politics was high up on the agenda at
the 2019 Annual Conference. William Hague and Guy
Verhofstadt spoke passionately in a fascinating debate as
delegates came together in Copenhagen, not just the BCO’s
first visit to that fine city, but to Scandinavia. Paul Patenall,
the conference Chairman and the BCO’s President for
2019-20, summarises the conference in greater detail
elsewhere in this review. However, I must record my
sincere thanks to Paul and all of those who worked so
hard to produce an absolutely outstanding event and
a credit to all concerned.
The BCO’s life blood is, of course, its membership, which
continues to grow rapidly. Having doubled in size in the past
five years, total membership numbers are moving steadily
towards 3,500 with, vitally, almost exactly a quarter of
that total being represented by our NextGen Group (those
who are 35 or younger). Improving diversity has, rightly,
been a major focal point for Katrina Kostic Samen, our
President for 2018-19, and as we see that generational shift,
so we are seeing a much better balance between the sexes
in the membership as a whole. Membership matters are
managed with aplomb by Mark Kowal and the Membership
Committee. Mark will hand over the baton later this year
as he steps onto the presidential ladder as the BCO’s new
Junior Vice President for 2019-20.
An important milestone for the past year was the publication
of the latest edition of the BCO Guide to Specification.
Widely regarded as the point of reference for any serious
player in the office market, for the first time the guide is fully
interactive and online (although still available in hard copy
form for those who like to turn pages!). Following detailed
launch presentations at the Copenhagen Conference, briefing
sessions are now taking place throughout the UK, and the
feedback has been exceptionally positive. The publication
of this new version of the guide involved an extraordinary
amount of work over two years by nearly 150 members
led by Neil Pennell, the Chairman of our Technical Affairs
Committee, and managed by Arezou Said, our Director of
Research and Policy. My sincere thanks to Neil, Arezou
and all of those who worked tirelessly to produce the
latest version of the guide.
The constraints of space prohibit more than the briefest of
summaries of so much great work over the past year in this
introduction, but much more is, of course, in the body of the
review. The enormous success of the Awards Competition

must be referenced, as must the work of our regional
chapters, which continue to build not just on membership
numbers (particularly NextGen), but also on the range and
depth of their activities. Events generally – not least our
technical tour programme – grow year on year, as does our
profile on social media. The research programme reflects the
strength and depth of the BCO, while our flagship networking
events, such as the Annual Dinner and President’s Lunch,
remain sell-outs. 2018 saw the relocation of the NextGen
Awards Dinner (having been established only two years
earlier) to a new venue to satisfy demand, with a further
relocation in 2019 as demand grows yet further.
I remain enormously grateful to the many members who
have worked so hard over the last year to produce this
range of successes. The BCO’s collegiate spirit is at its core
and is obvious in all that we do. I wish Paul every success
in the year ahead as President and supporting Paul will be
Robin Brodie Cooper as Senior Vice President, Mark Kowal
as Junior Vice President and James Clark as Honorary
Treasurer. Robin, of course, is necessarily pre-occupied
with planning our Annual Conference in Toronto, which
has already generated much excitement, while Mark looks
forward to 2021 and James keeps a very necessary control
on the purse strings. As always, I am enormously grateful
to my own team, all of whom work so hard for the BCO.
Kat Balassa continues to lead on Communications and
Events, supported by Anneka Vasheast, Sam Robinson and
Bryony George. Arezou Said oversees the entire research
programme, while Chané Scallan ensures that our social
media profile gets ever better. Camellia Huygens has
become a highly valued member of the team following her
appointment last year as our new Team Assistant, while my
PA, Tracy Goodwin, keeps me in order, and so much more.
My last word of thanks must go to Katrina, our President for
2018-19. Having led the Berlin Conference in 2018 (where
diversity and inclusion was the guiding theme), Katrina has
brought her energy and enthusiasm to the forefront of all
that we do during her presidential year. Developments in
the mentoring programme and the International Agenda
have been particular highlights, and I record here my very
great thanks to Katrina for her service to the BCO and
her passion for, as she has always rightly said, building
communities for occupiers.

Richard Kauntze

BCO Chief Executive

THE YEAR IN

NUMBERS
2,767

PARTICIPANTS ATTENDED the BCO’s
regional tours, seminars and networking
events in the last 12 months.

3,302

INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS are now members
of the BCO, which signifies an increase in
membership of 18% within the last year.

853

NEXTGEN MEMBERS
which represents
an increase of 39%.

161

PROJECTS were entered in this year’s
awards competition, making 2019 one of
the strongest years since the inception
of the BCO awards competition.

776

MEMBERS AND NON-MEMBERS
attended the BCO Annual Conference
in Copenhagen.

96

TOURS, SEMINARS AND
NETWORKING EVENTS were hosted
across all regions which marks an
increase of 21% over the last year.

36%

INCREASE in our twitter
following, which now
stands at 9,900.

141

7

PIECES OF COVERAGE
across national, regional
and trade media in
2018-19.

NEW PIECES OF
RESEARCH were
published, including the
much-anticipated new
edition of the BCO Guide
to Specification.

1,636

CPD CERTIFICATES
were issued in 2018-19.

3,589

INDUSTRY PROFESSIONALS
attended the regional and national
awards lunches and dinners in 2018
to celebrate the winners.

HIGHLIGHTS OF MY

PRESIDENTIAL
YEAR
Katrina Kostic Samen

My time as President of the British Council for Offices has been
incredible. I started with a clear vision of what I wanted to achieve
and I am delighted at the progress we have all made together.
I have been privileged to meet so many of you throughout
the year and would like to thank those of you who have helped
us reach impressive milestones for change at the BCO.

Following on from my tenure as Conference Chair in 2017/18,
with the slogan ‘Be Bold’ in Berlin, I began my presidential
year with clear focus on three key areas: our NextGen
colleagues, Diversity within our membership and organisation,
and building on our Occupier participation within the BCO.
I couldn’t be happier with the advances that have been made
over the past 12 months.
Firstly, membership has continued to increase, now at 3163,
up by just over 12%, demonstrating the BCO’s continued
relevance whilst our industry experiences disruption across
the spectrum. Numbers at our regional award events were
all up on last year which is a powerful testament to the energy
and commitment of the BCO’s membership.
More importantly, we have made significant inroads in
both diversity and inclusion. Our female membership has
reached 21% and within the NextGen members it is 39%.
The 2018 conference in Berlin saw female attendees increase
by 17%, and inclusion of our NextGen up by 13%, significant
improvement on previous years. This year’s conference in
Copenhagen continued to build on this sea change.
As with all industries, our future lies with the next generation.
My initiative to create a mentorship programme where senior
leaders in our industry guide and support our NextGen is well
underway and Board colleagues are advancing the agenda for
2019/20. The mentorship survey provided us with valuable
insight into what our members want. We had a successful
speed dating-style event in London earlier this year, with plans
for another event in September, and roll out across all BCO
regions shortly. Consequently, today the number of NextGen
representatives has increased almost 30% from 611 to 793.
In fact, a highlight was our NextGen committee
taking a starring role in Copenhagen, exploring what the
Danish and British could learn from one another; they
challenged perceptions and revealed key findings through
a multidisciplinary and international panel. I have no doubt
that we will continue to build on the themes of collaboration,
communication and inspiration, working with industry leaders
who can impart their invaluable knowledge on to the next
generation through our new mentorship programme.
Another key focus was to support women in our industry.
There are still so many issues to tackle. Along with rising BCO
female membership, I am thrilled that each BCO committee
now has a target to include at least three female members.
As always, I am keen to lead by example and I hope to see
further female presidents in the BCO’s future.

It is also important to highlight that diversity is not just about
gender. It is essential to continue to look into less-recognised
areas such as neurodiversity to make the workplace truly
inclusive. We are in a constant state of change and businesses
that are prepared to embrace a diverse and inclusive journey
are best placed to respond and consciously evolve. Our
buildings should adapt to their occupants, not the other
way round, and advances in technology can assist us with
achieving this goal.
Finally, my focus is always on the occupier. We have an
increased occupier membership and we see this gathering
pace over the years to come. One of my main goals as
President was to re-imagine the BCO acronym as ‘Building
Communities for Occupiers’. We must continue to support the
users of offices and the communities we create, understand
their needs and ultimately represent their requirements
within the BCO. As part of this drive we commissioned
further research focusing on the customer service revolution
within the industry. The disruptive forces reshaping the way
we work call for an equally disruptive response. We have also
held a number of successful networking events, which have
been well attended and contributed to our rise in occupier
membership. I am thrilled that the newly reinvigorated
Occupier Committee is gaining momentum.
In addition, we are driving our brand forward with renewed
vigour around what the BCO stands for (head and shoulders
above the rest!); we are offering free memberships to final
year university students; and we have agreed a new initiative
for an International Comparative Specification Matrix to sit
alongside our recently launched, globally recognised,
and now digital BCO Technical Guide.
I am very proud that we have managed to achieve so much
in a relatively short space of time and change perceptions
about the BCO. I would like to say a huge thank you to all of
the BCO’s officers, members and staff, and to the Board who
are currently considering key initiatives which will shape
the BCO’s future membership and agenda. Please join me in
supporting Robin Brodie Cooper at next year’s conference in
Toronto, and I will now hand over the baton to a very worthy
successor, Paul Patenall, who will expertly steer the BCO
through the interesting times ahead.
My personal hope for the BCO membership is to keep driving
change. Be brave, remain confident, and move forward. The
BCO for me stands for Building Communities for Occupiers.

Katrina Kostic Samen

BCO President 2018-19
KKS Savills, Director | Head of Workplace Strategy & Design

RESEARCH
& POLICY
55 Colmore Row, Birmingham. Courtesy of IM Properties

The BCO’s thought leadership
programme plays a vital role in
encouraging and facilitating debate
and discussion on themes and issues
that shape and drive the sector.
Evidence-based research and best
practice guidance are at the core
of the programme. A wide range
of topics are explored including
building specification, placemaking,
workplace design, technology,
sustainability, health & wellbeing,
productivity, customer experience
and service delivery.

RESEARCH

2019 GUIDE TO SPECIFICATION:
BEST PRACTICE FOR OFFICES
June 2019
The new publication defines best
practice in workplace building design
at a time of great change within the office
sector. As well as updating previous
information, the 2019 edition of the
BCO Guide to specification has been
expanded to address key evolving issues
such as health and wellbeing, intelligent
buildings, information management,
energy performance of buildings and the
gap that exists between design intention
and operational performance as well as
climate change and social value.

As in previous years, a number of studies
have been completed and delivered over
the past 12 months including:
IMPROVING WORKPLACE PRODUCTIVITY
November 2018
The BCO partnered with Low Carbon Maintenance Limited
(LCMB) and Oxford Brookes University in this two-year project.
Funded by Innovate UK, the study empirically validates the link
between indoor environmental conditions and staff productivity.

THE FUTURE OF BUSINESS PARKS
February 2019
The objective of this report was to understand whether business
parks are fit for purpose considering the current UK and
international trends in office occupation and to extrapolate the
possible future scenarios for a sample of case studies around four
key areas: ownership & structure, physical form structure, land
use and lease structure (including conversion to alternative uses)
and accessibility and mobility structure. The study was carried
out by 3PM, Perkins & Will and Exigere.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
REVOLUTION: CLOSING
THE SKILLS GAP
April 2019
This is the third in the series of
customer- experience reports
commissioned by the BCO
Occupiers Group. Real Service
carried out this study, focusing
on how the role of property and
facilities managers needs to
evolve to meet the demands of
occupiers; the lessons that can be
learned from the hospitality sector
in terms of service delivery; and
the significance of recruiting and
training people with the right skills
and attitudes. Landsec, Savills and
JLL sponsored the project.

EVALUATION OF THE GOVERNMENT’S
HUBS PROGRAMME: YEAR 2
May 2019
Undertaken by Currie & Brown, the report is the second output of a 4-year study
focusing on the Government’s rationalisation programme. The report draws on
the findings from Civil Service surveys and post occupancy evaluation (POE) of two
operational hubs, namely One Ruskin Square, Croydon and 10 South Colonnade,
where relocations have been completed and the hubs are now operational. The
study considers lessons learned and application to future hubs. It also provides
guidance to private sector organisations considering estate rationalisation.

WELLNESS MATTERS:
A SUMMARY ROADMAP
TO HEALTH & WELLBEING
June 2019
A shorter paper which
summarises Chapter 5 of the
2018 Wellness Matters report for
users to follow step by step when
considering implementing health
& wellbeing in their organisation.

SPACE-TIME OFFICE: NEW DEMANDS,
NEW POSSIBILITIES
June 2019
The space–time office is, in its most concise
definition, ‘the space you need for the time
you need it’. A combination of prevailing
circumstances relating to the changing nature
of work and employment, and technological
advances mean that both the potential and the
need for new types of occupancy, and possibly
new types of building, are now greater than ever.
Undertaken by Chadwick International and
sponsored by Zurich, the report examines
how buildings can be put to best use during
‘unused’ office hours and the implication for
commercial leases going forward.

POLICY

The BCO is represented on a range of
policy groups and committees including:
• Green Property Alliance (sub-group
of the Property Industry Alliance)
• Research Alliance (sub-group
of Property Industry Alliance)
• Property Industry Alliance Board
of Management
EXPERT COMMITTEES
There are seven expert committees and a number of smaller
sub-groups are set up through the committee structure
to focus on specific areas of interest.

RESEARCH COMMITTEE
Chaired by Elaine Rossall, JLL
The group meets each quarter to discuss the themes that are most
relevant to the BCO membership and the wider industry.
Five research reports were published during the year to June 2019:

Neo, 9 Charlotte Street, Manchester.
Courtesy of Bruntwood

• Improving Productivity in the Workplace (November 2018)
• The Future of Business Parks (February 2019)
• The Government Hubs Programme (May 2019)
• Space-Time Office (June 2019)
• Wellness Matters – A summary roadmap to health & wellbeing (June 2019)
Each report was launched in London, with some also presented in the regions.
A further 3 studies are underway and will be completed during 2019-20:
• The Rise of Corporate Flexible Workplace
• High Office: Fire Safety in Tall Buildings
• Materials & Making: Review of traditional and new materials
for use in buildings.

White Collar Factory,
1 Old Street Yard, London.
Courtesy of Derwent London

TECHNICAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE

URBAN GROUP

Chaired by Neil Pennell, Land Securities
Meeting monthly, the focus of the Technical Affairs

Chaired by Cristiano Testi,
tp bennett

Group over the past year has been on the delivery of the

The team meets every quarter and has

2019 edition of the Guide to Specification. Completed

a full programme, including 3 seminars:

in June 2019, the new publication is available in both

• Master planning on a smaller scale

hard copy and digital format. Over 150 industry experts

• Planning cities for the age of AI

have been involved in the production of the new guide,

• The future of high street: A place of work

either as contributors or peer reviewers. The interactive

for start-ups?

digital platform allows a significant improvement in
functionality, enabling greater interrogation and search

A new report focusing on the evolution

facility as well as providing the necessary flexibility and

of workplace is also under consideration.

scalability for future updates.

The Outdoor Office will focus on the blurring
of the boundaries between the office building

As well as an update of all sections, the new publication

and the environment in which it sits. It will

has been expanded with the addition of new chapters

examine the evolution of workspace facilities

and best practice guidance in several areas including,

built in the public realm.

health & wellbeing, intelligent buildings, information
management, offsite manufacture and legal.

BANKING PEER REVIEW GROUP
ENVIRONMENT, SOCIAL &
GOVERNANCE GROUP (ESG)
Chaired by Guy Battle, Social Value Portal

Chaired by Melvin Rose, KPMG

Chaired by Richard Beastall,
tp bennett

The group meets quarterly and has continued

The purpose of this group is to bring

OCCUPIER GROUP

During 2018-19 the committee has organised and held a

to develop its agenda in addressing issues

number of successful seminars including workshops on

of particular interest to occupiers. Over the

Climate Risk and Design for Performance. The latter

past year it has held three occupier-focused

was jointly delivered with Better Buildings Partnership.

seminars: Customer Experience Culture, Health
& Wellbeing in Offices, The Customer Experience

In addition, the group has been responsible for writing

wrestling with their current and future office
requirements with the aim of producing better
buildings. The BCO sees this as an exceptional
opportunity for shared purpose and for banking

Revolution, Closing the Skills Gap.

occupiers to engage with the office development

In April 2019 it published the third in the series

Occupiers Group for events, talks and seminars.

the new and expanded sustainability section of the 2019
Guide to Specification.

together the many banking occupiers who are

community. The group engages with the

of ‘customer experience’ studies. The report,
A new study Climate Change Risk and Adaptation has

Customer Experience Revolution, Closing the

been commissioned and will be delivered in early 2020.

Skills Gap, focuses on the importance of service

The report will be undertaken by Cundall and will draw

delivery and the need for a shift away from

on academic input. The aim is to identify the impacts of

the traditional roles of property and facilities

various climate change scenarios on future office design

management as the industry continues to evolve

parameters and consider how best to future proof assets.

and respond to the needs of occupants. The
publication provides a best practice tool and
highlights the significance of recruiting and
training people with the right skills and attitudes.

INVESTORS GROUP
Chaired by Warwick Hunter,
Henley Investment Management
Meeting twice a year, the focus is on advising on
issues relevant to the investor community and to
encourage investor membership of the BCO.

2018/19

NETWORKING
& EVENTS

A valuable feature of the
BCO membership is our
programme of events that
allows members to network
with other industry professionals.
BCO events range from small
seminars and technical tours to the
flagship Annual Conference and
Awards Dinner. As part of the BCO
commitment to support opportunities
for professional development in the
industry, we were pleased to continue
offering CPD accreditation on
a selected number of events.

NATIONAL
EVENTS
BCO ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
London Wall Place, 2 London Wall, London
11 July 2018
The Annual General Meeting saw Katrina
Kostic Samen of KKS Savills appointed
as the new BCO President, succeeding
Ken Shuttleworth of Make Architects.

PRESIDENT’S LUNCH

NEXTGEN AWARDS 2018

The Dorchester, London

etc. venues 155 Bishopsgate, London

19 September 2018

1 November 2018

Open to BCO members and their guests
only, this event welcomed Katrina Kostic
Samen at her first official engagement as
BCO President.

The BCO NextGen Awards celebrate
the achievements of the under 35 young
professionals in our sector. The awards are
now an established annual event for the BCO
and is something our younger members look
forward to every year. The 2018 event was
hosted by comedian, Lucy Porter.

NATIONAL AWARDS DINNER 2018
Grosvenor House, A JW Marriott Hotel,
London
2 October 2018
The highly anticipated Grand Finale of the
2018 BCO Awards Competition was attended
by over 1,300 key players in the industry
and hosted by the hugely entertaining
Steph McGovern.

ANNUAL DINNER 2019
Grosvenor House, A JW Marriott Hotel,
London
15 January 2019
The BCO Annual Dinner brought together
over 1,200 members and their guests for
a glittering evening at the Grosvenor House.
On one of the most extraordinary days in
modern UK politics, we were delighted to have
Andrew Marr join us as the guest speaker.

COPENHAGEN: ARBEJDSGLÆDE BCO ANNUAL CONFERENCE 2019
Tivoli Hotel & Congress Centre, Copenhagen
5 – 7 June 2019
This year, the BCO Annual Conference
was hosted in a very sunny Copenhagen.
Conference Chair Paul Patenall invited
BCO members to join him in the happiest
city in the world to explore the theme of
Arbejdsglæde – the Danish concept of ‘Work
Life Balance’. A summary of the highlights
is included on page 46.

REGIONAL
EVENTS
2018-19 has been another busy year, with a varied events programme ranging from
technical office tours and research seminars to fun networking socials and the very
successful regional awards lunches and dinners. The much-anticipated release of the
new edition of the BCO Guide to Specification at the conference in Copenhagen provided
another highlight and was followed by a launch event in London. The authors of the
guide will be touring the country later in the autumn to represent the key findings to
BCO members in the regions. This year also saw the inaugural East Anglia Lunch take
place in Cambridge, providing a welcome addition to the annual calendar in the region.

Talks, Tours & Social
Networking Events
Technical tours offer interesting
behind the scene glances, as
well as insight into how projects
were conceived and developed.
All regional events are usually
combined with a drinks reception
which gives members the chance
to network.

TALK & TOUR OF THE
DEPARTMENT STORE

THE INAUGURAL EAST ANGLIA
MEMBERS’ LUNCH

The Department Store,
248 Ferndale Road, London

The DoubleTree Hilton Hotel,
Cambridge

3 July 2018

11 October 2018

NEW AGILE OFFICE
ENVIRONMENT FOR
DELOITTE IN CAMBRIDGE

BCO TALK & TOUR OF
HIGHLY COMMENDED
ST JAMES’S MARKET

1 Station Square, Cambridge

1 St James’s Market, London

10 July 2018

16 October 2018

TALK & TOUR OF
25 WILTON ROAD

BCO TECHNICAL TOUR OF
THE IMPORT BUILDING,
REPUBLIC

25 Wilton Road, Pimlico, London
13 September 2018

The Import Building,
Republic, London

TALK & TOUR OF
INGENUITY HOUSE

18 October 2018

Ingenuity House, Elmdon
Trading Estate, Bickenhill Lane,
Birmingham

BCO SOUTH WEST:
TALK & TOUR OF BRISTOL
BUSINESS SCHOOL

13 September 2018

UWE, Coldharbour Ln,
Stoke Gifford, Bristol

BCO MIDLANDS & EAST ANGLIA
GOLF SOCIAL, COLLINGTREE
PARK GOLF CLUB

18 October 2018

Collingtree Park Golf Club,
Northampton

BCO AWARDS LAUNCH 2019
& TOUR OF REGIONAL AWARD
WINNER, ONE FRIARGATE

26 September 2018

One Friargate, Coventry
24 October 2018

BCO TECHNICAL TOURS OF
NO. 3 ST PAUL’S & ALBERT
WORKS, SHEFFIELD
No. 3 St Paul’s, 129 Norfolk Street,
Sheffield
4 October 2018

BCO 2019 AWARDS LAUNCH
AND TALK & TOUR OF
EDRINGTON, 100 QUEEN
STREET, GLASGOW
Edrington, 100 Queen Street,
Glasgow
30 October 2018

Bourne Business Park - Phase III,
Dashwood Lang Road, Weybridge.
Courtesy of tp bennett

REGIONAL
EVENTS
TALK & TOUR OF ROCKETSPACE, LONDON
RocketSpace, The Yard,
off Duncan Street, London
31 October 2018

TOUR OF THE POSTDOC CENTRE @ EDDINGTON,
THE FIRST OF ITS KIND IN THE UK
Postdoc Centre @ Eddington,
105 Eddington Place, Cambridge
7 November 2018

TALK & TOUR OF AVIVA INVESTORS’ OFFICE
REDEVELOPMENT, BELMONT
Belmont, Belmont Road, Uxbridge
8 November 2018

TOUR OF REGIONAL AWARD WINNER,
BOURNE BUSINESS PARK
400 Dashwood Lang Rd, Addlestone
15 November 2018

BCO & BCO NEXTGEN SOUTH WEST CHRISTMAS SOCIAL 2018
The Neon Bar @ The Florist, 69 Park St, Bristol
29 November 2018

TALK & TOUR OF HUGH JAMES, 2 CENTRAL SQUARE
Hugh James, Two Central Square, Cardiff

BCO & BCO NEXTGEN MIDLANDS AND
EAST ANGLIA - CHRISTMAS SOCIAL 2018
Arch 13, 220 Livery Street, Birmingham
27 November 2018

31 January 2019

TALK & TOUR OF MAURICE WILKES BUILDING
The Maurice Wilkes Building, St John’s Innovation Park,
Cambridge
27 February 2019

TALK & TOUR OF UWS,
LANARKSHIRE CAMPUS

TALK & TOUR OF ONE HEDDON STREET

UWS Lanarkshire Campus, Stephenson Place,
Hamilton International Park, Blantyre,
Glasgow

7 May 2019

6 March 2019

TALK & TOUR OF WSP AT THE MAILBOX
The Mailbox, Level 2, 100 Wharfside Street,
Birmingham
6 March 2019

TALK & TOUR OF CHAPMANBDSP’S
NEW OFFICE
Chapmanbdsp, 40 Gracechurch Street
20 March 2019

TALK & TOUR OF BUREAU 90 FETTER LANE
Bureau 90 Fetter Lane,
London
3 April 2019

TALK & TOUR: WITHERS’ NEW
LONDON OFFICE
20 Old Bailey, London
23 April 2019

TALK & TOUR OF BIDWELLS’ OFFICE
Bidwell House, Trumpington Road, Cambridge
30 April 2019

TALK & TOUR OF AURORA
Finzels Reach, Counterslip, Bristol
2 May 2019

One Heddon Street, London

TALK & TOUR OF THE FRAMES
1 Phipp Street, London
21 May 2019

TALK & TOUR OF ABCAM
Abcam, Discovery Drive, Cambridge
Biomedical Campus, Cambridge
22 May 2019

TALK & TOUR OF FCA AT
12 ENDEAVOUR SQUARE
12 Endeavour Square, London
23 May 2019

TALK & TOUR: NR 2 ST PETER’S
SQUARE AND ERNST YOUNG’S OFFICES
Nr 2 St Peter’s Square, Manchester
29 May 2019

Threesixty Architecture Studio,
The Garment Factory,
10 Montrose St, Glasgow.
Courtesy of Threesixty Architecture

BCO MIDLANDS & EAST ANGLIA: TALK
& TOUR OF THE CIVIL ENGINEERING
BUILDING, WEST CAMBRIDGE
Clerk Maxwell Rd, Cambridge
20 June 2019

REGIONAL
AWARDS
EVENTS
2019

TALK & TOUR OF THREESIXTY
ARCHITECTURE STUDIO AND THE
GARMENT FACTORY, GLASGOW
The Garment Factory, 10 Montrose St,
Glasgow
20 June 2019

TALK & TOUR OF THE BOWER
207 - 211 Old St, London
25 June 2019

BCO MANCHESTER SUMMER SOCIAL
& NOMA ESTATE UPDATE
The Old Bank Residency, Hanover Street,
Noma, Manchester
28 June 2019

The BCO’s prime objective is to define excellence in office
space. Each year our annual Awards Programme recognises
this by honouring top quality design and functionality at
both a regional and national level. In April and May this year,
the regions hosted their highly successful awards lunches
and dinners to celebrate the winners in their region.

TALK & TOUR OF 2 TELEVISION CENTRE
101 Wood Lane, London
2 July 2019

29 March	Midlands & Central England Awards Lunch
The ICC, Birmingham
30 April

London Awards Lunch
London Hilton, Park Lane, London

9 May

South of England and South Wales Awards Dinner
We The Curious, Bristol Harbourside

17 April

Scottish Awards Lunch
EICC, Edinburgh

23 May

Northern Awards Dinner
The Principal Manchester

SEMINARS &
RESEARCH
EVENTS

“WELLNESS MATTERS”
SEMINARS
Research seminars are aimed at sharing
best practice and providing a forum for the
discussion and debate of relevant issues.
Highlights included regional launches
of the Health & Wellness report, seminars
on The Future of Business Parks and talks
on biophilic design.

THE CYCLE FRIENDLY CITY
West on the Green, Templeton Building,
Glasgow Green, Glasgow
15 August 2018
The BCO were proud event partners of this breakfast
discussion and Clyde Gateway cycle tour. Attendees
heard from Neil Webster, author of the BCO research
‘The Market Cycles’ as well as a panel comprising
key figures in the drive to transform Glasgow into a
cycle-friendly city.

BCO RESEARCH PRESENTATION & TOUR OF
GREENSIDE, BCO REGIONAL AWARD WINNER 2018
Greenside, 12 Blenheim Place, Edinburgh
22 August 2018
The author of BCO research ‘Adaptive Reuse and
the Contemporary Office’ presented key findings
from the report. This research considers the drivers,
opportunities and challenges of adaptive reuse
through analysis and case studies. Chris Stewart Group
then introduced the Greenside development project,
which was followed by a tour.

Following the release of the report “Wellness Matters –
Health & Wellbeing in Offices and What to do About it” in 2018,
the regions hosted a series of seminars giving members the
opportunity to hear from the experts involved in creating this
strategic roadmap to health & wellbeing. The Occupier Group
organised a seminar in London focussed on how occupiers can
use the roadmap to support building selection, workplace design
and workplace performance.
University of Glasgow
DLA Piper, 3 Noble Street, London

5 September 2018
27 September 2018

CBRE, 55 Temple Row, Birmingham

9 October 2018

Neo, 9 Charlotte Street, Manchester

18 October 2018

Deloitte LLP, 1 New Street Square, London

6 November 2018

Green Park Conference Centre, Reading

5 December 2018

Birketts Solicitors, 22 Station Road, Cambridge

27 March 2019

BCO & NLA BREAKFAST TALK:
CONSTITUTIONAL LONDON ENHANCING THE HEART OF WESTMINSTER
NLA, The Building Centre, 26 Store Street, London
7 September 2018
The BCO Urban Group and NLA held a Breakfast Talk
to mark the launch of the Government Estate Strategy.
One of the key pillars of the 2018 Government Estate
Strategy, published in July 2018, is to improve the
experience of those who visit the heart of Westminster.
Speakers examined, for the first time, the strategy
and its future impact on central London.

LOOKING TO THE FUTURE:
FRESH THINKING FROM THE
US, LONDON AND SCOTLAND
Atelier Ten, Merchant Hall,
22 Hanover Street, Edinburgh
19 September 2018
Atelier Ten explored advances in sustainable
and healthy design, with reference to new build
commercial projects across the United States and
United Kingdom. The evening presentation was
followed by drinks and networking to celebrate
enlightened design, engineering and consulting.

BCO NORTH: MARKET CYCLES SEMINAR
& TOUR OF 101 BARBIROLLI SQUARE
101 Barbirolli Square, Manchester
21 November 2018
This seminar explored the drivers of demand for cycling,
the role of cycling as part of the daily commute to work
and the importance of office cycling facilities. Following
the research presentation, attendees were introduced to
101 Barbirolli Square before touring the building.

BCO MIDLANDS & EAST ANGLIA:
ENABLING THE DIGITAL WORKSPACE
Carter Jonas, 1 Station Square, Cambridge
28 November 2018
In February the BCO published Enabling
the Digital Workspace: How technologies
are changing the specification and use of
the office. The author of the report
presented the key findings, examining how
the development of the digital workspace
will create opportunities for both workers
and building managers to use buildings
more effectively.

BREAKFAST SEMINAR:
THE PRODUCTIVE OFFICE
Wedlake Bell, 71 Queen Victoria Street,
London
29 November 2018
This seminar was dedicated to the
impact of indoor environmental qualities
on productivity. LCMB and Oxford
Brookes University, together with their
Consortium Partners (including the BCO)
discussed their findings on The Whole Life
Performance Plus project.

Alpha Works, Suffolk St, Queensway, Birmingham. Courtesy of Orms

BREAKFAST SEMINAR: DESIGN FOR PERFORMANCE
Arup, Basement, 8 Fitzroy Street, London
6 February 2019
At this joint BBP/BCO seminar, attendees joined speakers
Reeves,
Botanic
House,
Road,
toMills
hear &
the
findings
from the
pilotHills
studies
andCambridge
learn about
the introduction of the DfP/NABERS scheme to the UK and
16 January 2019
what this means for developers and investors, designers
At occupiers,
this informative
seminar
aboutfrom
Biophilic
Design, Oliver
and
including
examples
the Pioneers’
Heath development
explored the emerging
current
activities. science and style of Biophilic
design; discussing new research that demonstrates how by
strengthening the human connection with nature we can
improve the many spaces we live and work in.

BCO RESEARCH: THE FUTURE
OF BUSINESS PARKS
Using global and UK case study trends, this piece of research
identifies the drivers behind emerging trends and explores the
potential cost of transformation and the actions necessary to
take advantage of market evolution within the business park.
The key findings of the report were presented in three regions.
Perkins+Will, 10 Whitechapel High St, London
28 February 2019

BCO MIDLANDS & EAST
ANGLIA: BIOPHILIC
DESIGN TALK
Mills & Reeves, Botanic House, Hills Road,
Cambridge
16 January 2019
At this informative seminar about Biophilic Design,
Oliver Heath explored the emerging science and
style of Biophilic design; discussing new research
that demonstrates how by strengthening the human
connection with nature we can improve the many
spaces we live and work in.

The Crescent, Solihull Parkway, Birmingham Business Park
7 May 2019
Burges Salmon, One Glass Wharf, Bristol
21 May 2019

BREAKFAST TALK:
AGILE WORKING
Cloth Hall Court, Quebec Street, Leeds
14 March 2019
Speakers shared experiences of delivering workplace projects
large and small in the public and private sectors and discussed
the opportunities and limitations of using design as an enabler
for change in working culture. The presentation was aimed at
finding out what delivering workplace change can be like in
a ‘real world’ setting, occasionally with more budget-conscious
and human challenges.

BCO OCCUPIERS’
GROUP SEMINAR:
THE CUSTOMER
EXPERIENCE
REVOLUTION
Landsec, 80 Victoria Street, London
11 April 2019
The BCO Occupiers’ Group launched its third
study in the ‘Customer Experience’ portfolio
of thought leadership and best practice
guidance. Speakers explored the growing
importance of service delivery and the need
for a shift away from the traditional roles of
property and facilities management as the
industry continues to evolve and respond to
the needs of occupants.

BCO WELLNESS
MATTERS - A GAME OF
LIFE AND TOP TRUMPS
THE GOVERNMENT
HUBS PROGRAMME – YEAR 2

Elementa Consulting, 80 Cheapside, London

10 South Colonnade, Canary Wharf, London

An entirely new BCO experience was brought
to members by the authors of the BCO’s
landmark Wellness Matters research and
roadmap. Published in 2018, Wellness
Matters is the BCO’s largest research project
to date. This event demonstrated how
Wellness Matters can be brought from ‘the
Page to the Stage’ with an immersive, highly
interactive and entertaining experience.

10 May 2019
The Government Property Agency has commissioned an
independent four-year study to assess the quantitative
and qualitative benefits of co-locating departments in
hubs. The BCO shared findings from the second year
of research and offered participants a tour of 10 South
Colonnade, the second Government Hub to be fully
operational, housing 8 Government departments.

16 May 2019

BCO LONDON
LAUNCH: GUIDE TO
SPECIFICATION 2019
Wedlake Bell,71 Queen Victoria St, London
25 June 2019
Following the launch of the ‘BCO Guide to Specification
2019’ at the BCO Conference in Copenhagen and the
introduction of the new, interactive digital platform,
the BCO kick-started its series of seminars in London.
The launch focused on how the 2019 Guide has
responded to challenges to redefine its position as the
definitive guide to office development. The session
also provided an opportunity to learn what has
changed since the last edition, and how the research
commissioned for the new Guide has been interpreted
into design and specification guidance. Delegates
heard from a panel of subject matter experts who
led the specialist working groups responsible for
producing the Guide.

BCO MIDLANDS & EAST ANGLIA:
FUTURE OF WORK
Bruntwood, Cornerblock, 2 Cornwall Street,
Birmingham
12 June 2019
This seminar explored how the growth of
certain types of jobs, the skills they require and
the industries they are in, can offer insight into
which urban jobs and office jobs are most likely
to survive and grow in importance in the future.

#DESIGNPOPUP:
FUTURE THINKING IN WORKPLACE DESIGN
The Briggait, 147 Bridgegate, Glasgow
12 June 2019
HLM Architects and Atelier Ten, in partnership
with the BCO, discussed and explored ‘Future
Thinking in Workplace Design’, followed by a
drinks reception courtesy of #DesignPopUp.

BCO RESEARCH LAUNCH: SPACE-TIME OFFICE
- NEW DEMANDS, NEW POSSIBILITIES
Trowers & Hamlins, 3 Bunhill Row, London
21 June 2019
Attendees joined us for a morning of discussion,
debate and networking surrounding the new
BCO research report ‘Space-Time Office’,
which explores how smart design and digital
technologies might unlock the unused or hard
to use time.

Alpha Works, Suffolk St, Queensway, Birmingham. Courtesy of Orms

NEXTGEN
“Once again, the BCO NextGen has experienced a year of growth.
Now with over 850 members across the UK, our overall
membership has increased by 39% in the last twelve months.
Bringing fresh perspectives and ideas, our new members
are widening the reach of the NextGen, expanding its
skill sets and strengthening its reputation.”

Carl Giles
BCO NextGen Chair
alinea, Partner

Havas UK, HKX, 3 Pancras Square, King’s Cross, London. Courtesy of MCM Architecture

Throughout the year we have welcomed new members to our five NextGen Committees
across the UK. These vibrant Committees are fundamental to the progress of the entire
NextGen network, keeping the momentum going and ensuring progress. They are our
forum to collaborate, to challenge and to develop.
Development of our members has been the theme of this year. We are committed to
supporting our members in their development and making a real difference to their careers
as well as the future of the commercial offices sector. With the support of the BCO Board
and President, Katrina Kostic Samen, we are focusing on two initiatives, Inspirational
Leaders and our Mentoring programme.
The Inspirational Leaders programme invites industry leaders to share their knowledge,
providing an overview of their experience, their career highlights, as well as their ‘top tips’ on
how to develop and achieve career goals. The programme began with Peter Rees, who in his
capacity as Chief Planning Office for the City of London for nearly 30 years, has helped shape
the City skyline as we know it. Peter has played a key role in delivering some of the most
notable landmarks in London, including the ‘Gherkin’, the ‘Cheesegrater’ and the ‘Walkie
Talkie’. This was followed by sessions with Steve Watts, Partner at alinea and Global Chair of
the CTBUH (Council on Tall Buildings and Urban Habitat), and Multiplex Global CEO Ashley
Muldoon. With more talks lined up for the remainder of the year, we’re looking forward to
listening to and learning from the people who continue to make an impact on our sector.
We are now embarking on the second of our initiatives, our Mentoring programme,
which provides a powerful platform and valuable exposure for our members. The BCO has
decided to establish a dedicated Committee to drive this programme and I am delighted
to be a part of it and to ensure we provide our members with the support and structure
needed to get the most out of the mentoring. We extend our thanks to colleagues on the
BCO Board who have volunteered to act as mentors, and who are committed to nurturing
and developing the younger generation.
We are looking forward to celebrating our people and their achievements at the annual
NextGen Awards! We have already surpassed a record breaking 2018 and are looking
forward to welcoming our biggest crowd yet at the awards which are taking place in
November. A great opportunity to recognise the ambitions and accomplishments
of our NextGen professionals.
The awards will, I’m sure, be a highlight of another positive year, as we continue to run
a range of events throughout the year and across the country. Our building tours and
networking events encourage our members to come together, improving connections and
increasing knowledge. This was also the case at the BCO Annual Conference, which this year
took place in June in Copenhagen and had a full delegation from the BCO NextGen. Focused
on the theme of Arbejdsglæde – the Danish concept of ‘Work Life Balance’ - the Conference
explored how the office space impacts on those who work within it.
It is through the exploration of key themes and the engagement with our colleagues that the
BCO NextGen continues to grow. I am confident that with the passion and drive so evident
within the Committees and across the wider community that this growth will long continue.

Carl Giles

BCO NextGen Chair
alinea, Partner

NEXTGEN
AWARD
WINNERS
2018

RISING STAR SCOTLAND
Emma Macleod, Hurley Palmer Flatt

RISING STAR NORTHERN ENGLAND
AND NORTH WALES
Heather Evans, Rider Levett Bucknall

RISING STAR MIDLANDS AND EAST ANGLIA
Guy Revell, Bruntwood

RISING STAR SOUTH WEST ENGLAND
AND SOUTH WALES
Matthew Hartley, Arup

RISING STAR LONDON AND SOUTH EAST
Ryan Dempster, Buckley Gray
Yeoman & Laura Hannigan, AKT II

GRADUATE OF THE YEAR
Harri John, Cushman & Wakefield

INSPIRATIONAL LEADER OF THE YEAR
Amanda Whittington,
Feilden Clegg Brad-ley Studios

NEXTGEN’S EMPLOYER OF THE YEAR
Elliott Wood Partnership Ltd

NEXTGEN
EVENTS
TALK & TOUR OF AMAZON
Unit 4, Central Park, Avonmouth,
Bristol
12 July 2018

SUMMER BBQ AND CELEBRATION
OF THE BCO NORTHERN AWARD
WINNERS
The Midnight Bell, 101 Water Ln, Leeds
18 July 2018

SUMMER
SOCIAL AT JLL
JLL, 31 Great George St, Bristol
19 July 2018
Delegates were invited to join the
BCO & BCO NextGen South West
Committee for their annual summer
social, a great opportunity to network
with colleagues and peers over a
drink. A drinks reception was held
at the Florist after the event.

SUMMER QUIZ NIGHT IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH CORENET

TALK & TOUR OF CONCORDIA
WORKS, LEEDS

Humanscale, 200 St John St, London

Concordia Works. 30 Sovereign Street,
Leeds

26 July 2018

6 September 2018

SUMMER SOCIAL & WESTSIDE
WALKING TOUR
Alpha Tower, Suffolk Street Queensway,
Birmingham
2 August 2018

BCO NEXTGEN SOUTH WEST
& WOMEN IN PROPERTY:
TALK & TOUR OF 3 GLASS WHARF
3 Glass Wharf, Bristol
12 September 2018

TALK & TOUR OF MACS ADVENTURE & DAYFORCE AT SKYPARK
Skypark 5, 45 Finnieston Street, Glasgow
25 October 2018

BCO NEXTGEN TOURS DAY 2018 - 160 OLD STREET,
WHITE COLLAR FACTORY & THE WHITE CHAPEL BUILDING
London
1 November 2018

BIOPHILIC DESIGN TALK
OVO, 1 Rivergate, Temple Quay, Bristol
20 November 2018

BCO NEXTGEN SCOTLAND AND WOMEN IN PROPERTY CHRISTMAS SOCIAL 2018
Gin 71, Merchant City, Virginia Court, 48 Miller Street, Glasgow
22 November 2018

BCO AND BCO NEXTGEN MIDLANDS AND EAST ANGLIA CHRISTMAS SOCIAL 2018

INTELLIGENT
LIGHTING SEMINAR
Hughes Hall, Wollaston Road, Cambridge
12 September 2018
This informal presentation explored the
advantages of human-centric lighting solutions
including daylight optimisation, biodynamic
LED lighting and Smart controls. Delegates
also learned about current and forthcoming
technological developments, whilst at the same
time evaluating the opportunity for adding
value from the employer’s perspective.

Arch 13, 220 Livery Street, Birmingham
27 November 2018

TALK & TOUR OF ONE KING STREET
1 King Street, Manchester
28 November 2018

BCO NEXTGEN
MIDLANDS & EAST
ANGLIA: TALK & TOUR
OF GYMSHARK’S HQ
GSHQ, Blythe Valley Park,
3 Central Boulevard, Solihull
17 January 2019
The event comprised of an office tour as well
as informal discussions on mental health and
nutrition in and around the workplace, topics that
are close to the heart of the Gymshark team.

‘INSPIRATIONAL LEADERS’
SERIES – AN EVENING WITH
PETER REES
WeWork, 1 Poultry London
13 February 2019
At this event, the first of the BCO NextGen Inspirational
Leaders’ series, delegates joined Peter Rees for an evening
during which he talked about his career and explored ‘How
Much More Can London Take?’ by looking at the positive and
negative aspects of regeneration activity and development
growth in London.

TALK & TOUR OF ONE
FEN COURT, LONDON
BCO NEXTGEN & BCO SOUTH WEST:
TALK & TOUR OF HUGH JAMES,
2 CENTRAL SQUARE
Hugh James, Two Central Square,
Cardiff CF10 1FS
31 January 2019

TALK & TOUR OF MAGENTA
AT CLYDE GATEWAY
Red Tree Magenta, 270 Glasgow Road,
Magenta Business Park, Glasgow
7 February 2019

Delegates had the opportunity to tour the new 427,000 sq ft,
16 storey office and retail development, with a presentation from
Eric Parry Architects and Generali Real Estate. The popular event
tour was repeated in May.
21 February 2019
9 May 2019

TALK & TOUR OF THE LEADENHALL BUILDING
The Leadenhall Building, 122 Leadenhall St, London
6 March 2019

BCO NEXTGEN ‘MEET THE
MENTORS’ NETWORKING EVENT
ThirdWay Interiors, Morelands, 5-23 Old Street, London
27 March 2019
At this highly successful networking event, NextGen members were
able to connect with industry experts who are keen to mentor the next
generation. Attendees found out who might be able to advise them on
their needs, and swap details to meet up at their own accord in the future.

TALK & TOUR OF HSBC

TALK & TOUR OF THE SCALPEL

HSBC, 1 Charter Row,
Sheffield

The Scalpel, 52 Lime Street,
London

28 March 2019

10 April 2019

BCO NEXTGEN SCOTLAND
& WOMEN IN PROPERTY:
CONSTRUCTION SCOTLAND
INNOVATION CENTRE TOUR
CSIC, 3 Watt Place, Hamilton
International Technology Park, Blantyre
11 April 2019
A tour of the Construction Scotland Innovation Centre’s
35,000 sq ft Innovation Factory, the UK’s construction industry’s
first dedicated digital manufacturing, prototyping and future
skills centre of excellence. Delegates heard from the team at CSIC
about some of the innovation projects that are being carried
out in Scotland, opportunities for funding and how the
state-of-the-art equipment and expertise of the factory
can help organisations.
Here East, Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, Stratford, London. Courtesy of Delancey

BCO NEXTGEN SOUTH WEST:
MEET THE COMMITTEE
The Prince Street Social,
37-41 Prince St, Bristol
16 April 2019

BCO NEXTGEN LONDON ‘INSPIRATIONAL LEADERS’ SERIES
- AN EVENING WITH STEVE WATTS,
PARTNER AT ALINEA CONSULTING
alinea consulting LLP,
90 Cannon St, London
16 April 2019

BCO NEXTGEN NORTH:
TALK & TOUR OF TOMBOLA HOUSE
Tombola, Wylam Wharf,
Low Street, Sunderland
25 April 2019

BCO SOUTH WEST
& BCO NEXTGEN:
TALK & TOUR OF AURORA
Finzels Reach, Counterslip, Bristol
2 May 2019

BCO NEXTGEN
NORTH:
MANCHESTER
TOUR DAY
Windmill Green, 24 Mount Street,
Manchester
23 May 2019
BCO NextGen invited members to attend
a variety of office tours in Manchester
before the Regional BCO Awards evening.
Delegates met at Windmill Green, before
a tour of a few of Manchester’s latest and
most innovative workplace spaces with a
focus on collaborative and green working.
Finally, they finished with drinks and
networking on Windmill Green’s
roof terrace.

BCO NEXTGEN SCOTLAND:
TALK & TOUR OF KPMG, EDINBURGH
20 Castle Terrace, Edinburgh
22 May 2019

BCO NEXTGEN PRE-CONFERENCE
MEET UP & DRINKS
Orms, 1 Oliver’s Yard,
55-71 City Rd, Old Street, London
29 May 2019

BCO NEXTGEN MIDLANDS &
EAST ANGLIA: TALK & TOUR
OF PLATFORM 21
102 New Street, Birmingham
30 May 2019

REGIONAL
ROUNDUP
SCOTLAND

We have enjoyed yet another incredible
year of activity encompassing some truly
fascinating talks and tours.
Our membership in Scotland continued
to rise to an all-time high and this is in
part due to some record transactional
activity in in the local market but also
reflects a real change in office culture
– constantly changing workplace
environments which are being designed
to meet the needs of a new generation
who want more than the stale office
environments of yesteryear.
Both the main and NextGen committees
have put in a stellar performance and have
organised some fascinating presentations
and tours across the region. With events
ranging from a joint networking event
with Women in Property, a presentation
on latest thinking from the USA, a
committee tour of Bloomberg’s new
headquarters and the launch of the
Wellness Matters report at the University
of Glasgow, the year was a very short one!
Attendance at these events again exceeded
expectations and reflect a growing
membership’s thirst for knowledge.

David Dool continued to do a sterling
job of leading the regional judging panel.
The regional awards process culminated
in the largest awards lunch yet in the
Edinburgh International Conference
Centre and, with over 400 in attendance,
we raised nearly £6,000 for two charities.
It is incredible to think that this highlight
of the industry calendar is only a little
over ten years old!
I would also like to mention the
efforts of Stephen Lewis and Gayle
Leslie who continued to serve on the
national judging panel. Stephen, whilst
discharging his national duties with
aplomb, also did more than his fair share
on the regional committee throughout
the year. My sincere thanks to both.
As we look ahead, the next year is
shaping up to be equally exciting and
dates have already been secured for no
fewer than five talks and tours where
we aim to build on an edifying and
fun twelve months.

Bill Ritchie

Atelier Ten
Scottish Chapter Chair

NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH WALES
& NORTHERN IRELAND
Reflecting on the last 12 months it seems that much remains the same
as the summer of 2018. Britain remains in Europe; England has just lost
a world cup semi-final and the BCO continues to deliver especially in its
Northern Region.
Over the last year we have witnessed a significant 30% increase in the
regional membership which now stands at 258. Importantly much of
this increase in membership has come from NextGen with membership
surpassing our original target of 50. A big thank you must go to the NextGen
Regional Chairman, Richard Robinson, and his committee for the tireless
effort hey have put in to a great NextGen events programme culminating in
their fantastic half day programme of building tours on the afternoon of the
regional awards dinner in Manchester at the end of May.
Last summer, via the main regional committee, we introduced new summer
social events in Manchester and Leeds which were a resounding success,
and these have been repeated this year. In the Autumn of 2018, we delivered
the much anticipated launch of the Wellness Matters Research paper along
with The Market Cycles Report at separate events in Manchester. This
was backed up with further seminars including a presentation on “Agile
Working” at a breakfast event in Leeds in early 2019. The committee has
worked hard to increase the variety of events and tours, showcasing the
best workplaces and the best BCO research. We have also sought to spread
the geography of these events and the timing so as to appeal to as wide
and diverse an audience as possible.
We have continued to expand the Northern Committee to tackle the scale
of the region and so we can deliver the BCO message in as many locations
as possible. There is room for further expansion of the committee especially
in terms of the major cities of Belfast, Liverpool and Newcastle. If you are sat
reading this in one of those locations and want to get involved, then please
get in touch.
An annual report would not be complete without mentioning the Regional
Awards. For the second year running we were back at the Principal Hotel
in Manchester and for the second year running the competition was fierce
with worthy winners across all categories. I am sure the quality of many of
these buildings will mean they do equally well in October and keep up the
recent tradition of National Award winners coming from our great region.
So, what next? The end of September will see the regional launch of the
much anticipated 2019 edition of the Guide to Specification – and perhaps
an England World Cup Final, but not in the football.

Phil Doyle

5plus architects
Northern Chapter Chair

MIDLANDS & EAST ANGLIA
This year has been my first as Chair of the
Midlands & East Anglia committee and I
would like to begin the regional roundup
by thanking my predecessor Rob Groves
of Argent, for leading the committee in the
Midlands for the last two and a half years
and for entrusting me with the role
of Chair for this combined region.
The Midlands & East Anglia region is
thriving, and I am pleased to report that
membership now stands at 400, including
80 NextGen members. This is the highest
membership number we have ever had
in this region and it is down to the hard
work of both the Midlands & East Anglia
committee members as well as the
NextGen committee members, who put
much time and effort into the regional
events programme, ensuring it is varied
and interesting.
I would also like to thank Mike Ayton of
Juniper Real Estate for taking over as
Chair of the East Anglia sub chapter. Mike
has been on the East Anglia sub-committee
since its inception in 2014 and has been
very supportive of the BCO in Cambridge.
Another thank you must go to Robert
van Zyl of Cundall, Chair of the Regional
Judging Panel and his fellow judges, who
spent four days traveling across the region,
visiting 23 projects. Not only was this the
highest number of entries we have received
in our region, the standard was also
impressive, making the task of the judges
even harder.

This year saw our very popular Regional Awards
Lunch move to the ICC in Birmingham, having
outgrown the Birmingham Town Hall after
9 very successful years. I am delighted to say
that we were able to welcome over a hundred
additional guests this year, taking the total
number of attendees up to 440. Our awards
lunch was followed by an after party held
at a nearby watering hole and continued
into the evening.
I was also delighted to present this year’s
Regional Committee Chairman’s Award to
Glenn Howells of Glenn Howells Architects.
Glenn is a highly respected architect in the
region and he and his colleagues have delivered
numerous landmark buildings over many years.
Looking ahead, September will see the
launch of our NextGen mentoring programme
in Birmingham. I urge BCO members to get
their younger colleagues to join BCO NextGen
soon, as the mentoring scheme is only available
to members.

My fellow committee members Ross Fittall
and the recently appointed Chair of the
NextGen committee, Joe Huddleston,
will be leading on this great initiative.
Going with the digital trend we will also
be putting a much greater emphasis on
promoting the BCO on social media channels
through LinkedIn and Twitter and away from
the traditional PR channels. I encourage
you to follow us on @BCO_Midlands to stay
abreast of BCO activities in your region.
So, in summary another successful year for
the BCO in the Midlands & East Anglia region
and we look forward to our continued growth
in activity and membership.

Danny Parmar

Overbury
Midlands & East Anglia
Chapter Chair

17% increase in
membership, a
varied events
programme and an
impressive line-up
of entries in the
2019 awards

SOUTH WEST, THAMES VALLEY & SOUTH WALES
The South West, Thames Valley &
South Wales region has enjoyed another
successful year, which is reflected in a
17% increase in membership, a varied
events programme and an impressive
line-up of entries in the 2019 awards
competition. We have also welcomed a
number of new committee members and
have continued to work closely with our
growing NextGen membership, both of
which help to keep our thinking fresh.
A focus this year has been to make sure
that the region benefits from the BCO’s
fantastic research and networking
opportunities. Being one of the largest
BCO regions our events are hosted from
Reading to Cardiff and many places in
between. This offers the opportunity to
showcase a broad range of office projects
and we have arranged several interesting
office tours over the past 12 months.
We have also hosted a number of

seminars and feel fortunate that the
authors of the BCO are willing to tour
the regions and share their knowledge
so generously. Highlights included
presentations on The Future of Business
Parks and the Wellness Matters report,
with seminars on the BCO Guide to
Specification and the BCO’s Customer
Experience report to look forward
to later in the autumn.
Our popular annual awards dinner,
which was hosted again in Bristol earlier
this year was another sell-out event, with
the awards being presented by the very
entertaining comedian Nick Page. We
received the highest number of entries in
our region to date, with projects offering
imaginative and innovative solutions to
occupiers. Special thanks must go to our
judges who visited each project and spent
much time deliberating over the winners.
Finally, the Committee Chair’s Award

for an outstanding contribution to the
region’s office market was awarded
to Paul McCarthy of Rightacres who
has developed Central Square around
the station in Cardiff and much
more beyond.
With rental growth having reached
new highs in Cardiff and Bristol in the
past 12 months, we are now seeing
significant depth to demand for the first
time since 2015. With some of the best
consultants in the country bringing their
expertise to our region, it is exciting to
see the creation of more high-quality
developments. We look forward to
seeing these projects entered in future
BCO awards competitions.

Andy Heath

Cushman & Wakefield
South West, Thames Valley,
South Wales Chapter Chair

BCO
CONFERENCE
“ARBEJDSGLAEDE”

One of the privileges in the lead up to the BCO presidential year is to organise and
host the BCO conference. It is an exciting challenge to deliver a theme and identify
a city that can sustain the interest of nearly 800 delegates, the highest number
ever to have attended a BCO conference.
This year’s conference was founded around well-being, a topic that the BCO has
embraced. The BCO has recently published a study called “Wellness Matters:
Health and Well Being in Offices and what to do about it”. We believe this is the first
major in-depth study of workplace wellness. It highlights a direct correlation between
wellbeing and office design. What topic with more relevance to 2019 could there be?

And what better city than Copenhagen to
explore this work life relationship, taking the
BCO to Scandinavia for the first time. There is
a dedicated word unique to the Danish language,
“Arbejdsglaede” that encapsulates the concept
of work joy. Copenhagen has been voted
“the happiest” and “most liveable” city in the
world, is ranked as a “top green city” and has
committed to be carbon neutral by 2025. Add
to this Denmark’s undisputed reputation for
architecture and design and it is a perfect match.
Her Majesty’s Ambassador to Denmark,
Dominic Schroeder, opened the conference
with his light-hearted and humorous perspective
of Copenhagen and life as a British resident
in the city.
This was followed by Anne Skovbro who
presented the first plenary session of the
day. Anne is administrative director of the
state owned By & Havn, the development
corporation responsible for the regeneration,
and transformation of Copenhagen’s public
realm and told delegates of the importance of
collaboration between the public and private
sectors in achieving successful regeneration.
Bjarke Ingles, founder of BIG, then captivated
the audience with his review of BIG architecture,
extolling his optimism for the future. Bjarke, who
has carved a reputation for the unconventional,
talked about creating places rather than just
buildings, maximising the quality and character
of the neighbourhood.
I was also delighted to welcome Guy Verhofstadt,
chief Brexit representative for the European
parliament, and William Hague, former leader
of the Conservative Party, to round off the
morning session. Their lively discussion, chaired
by Richard Kauntze, focused on Brexit, their
thoughts for the UK’s exit and the uncertain
road ahead.

Following the morning Plenary sessions,
we held 17 tours and 8 seminars, giving
delegates an opportunity to see and hear
first-hand how Copenhagen builds on its
reputation for work life balance.
The tours gave delegates access to the
city’s iconic buildings, tours of the
offices of world-renowned architects
and walking, cycling and boat tours.
The seminars underpinned the theme
of the conference encompassing
technology, behavioural issues and digital
transformation and the launch of the new
BCO Guide to Specification 2019.

Woohoo, Michele Marwood, senior vice
president and head of global corporate
services for EMEA at Blackstone,
Professor Andre Spicer, Professor
of Organisational Behaviour at Cass
Business School were presided over
by Carissa Kilgour of Co.Lab Workplace
Advisory. The varied debate discussed
that science can prove that happy
workers are more productive, and
whether we can create more value by
giving our occupiers a better quality of life
through an improved work-life balance.

Finally, we must not forget the BCO
conference charity. One issue our industry
The social events of the BCO conference
needs to tackle more proactively is mental
sustain that other aspiration of the
health. We must
delegates, networking.
create an environment
that fosters personal
The welcome drinks on
Unique to the
and professional
Wednesday evening were
development and we
held at the Glyptotek,
Danish language,
need to ensure that we
a world class museum
“Arbejdsglaede”
are doing everything
with over 10,000 ancient
that encapsulates
possible to make the
treasures. The party on
the concept of
workplace a supportive
Thursday night was an
space for mental health.
informal event in the
work joy
Mental health issues
Oksnehallen in the meat
are intrinsically linked
packing district, complete
to the work life balance, the very theme
with pop-up food emporiums, bars,
of this conference, which is why we chose
entertainers and music, not forgetting
Mind as our conference charity and for
the virtual reality experience.
whom we have raised over £20,200.
The opening plenary on Friday saw
Copenhagen provided a fitting location
Thimon de Jong delivering his keynote
for a fantastic and inspiring conference,
on human behaviour, a charismatic
and I hope delegates left with a fresh
presentation examining the challenges
perspective of how we as an industry
of synching business strategy with rapid
can influence work-life balance through
societal changes.
the design and delivery of office
The closing session was a panel discussion
accommodation.
exploring work life balance and its
relevance to the BCO, with each of the
Paul Patenall
four panel members representing very
BCO Conference Chair 2019
different approaches. Alexander Kerjulf,
Projects Director, U+I
founder and Chief Happiness Officer of
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BCO
AWARDS
2018
The quality of BCO
Award entries, and in
turn, the quality of the
winners improves every
year, which is no mean
feat considering the
impressive level
it starts from.

Last year the judges saw running tracks,
sleeping pods, science labs for the public,
full-scale working bars and even a hot
air balloon. On a wider scale, they saw
buildings providing the foundations for
regeneration projects, stimulating further
development and spurring on the growth
of businesses. As they travelled across the
country, the judges were more and more
impressed by the ever-increasing scope
and variety as to what now constitutes
a ‘workplace’.

One thing that stood out to them was the
clear focus on the occupier. Rather than
squeeze every inch of lettable floorspace out
of a building, they noticed an appreciation
of the value of communal spaces,
particularly within a multi-let building.

They also observed that sophisticated
staff engagement programmes had
led to a democratisation of the design
process which has encouraged workers
to consider themselves stakeholders in
their offices. As a result, productivity
and staff retention increases, which
in turn, adds value to a building.
Finally, it was gratifying to see how
the changes that were introduced
to the awards process in 2016 have
become embedded in such a short
time, demonstrating their worth.
The Regional Innovation Award has
spurred entrants on to highlight
certain aspects of their scheme, in the
knowledge that they have an extra
platform to receive wider recognition.
And, the Regional Committee Chair’s
Award has given many regional
individuals and companies a
deserved spot in the limelight.

LIST OF
WINNERS
2018

SCOTLAND
THE SILVER FIN BUILDING, ABERDEEN
455 Union Street, Aberdeen

PRESIDENT’S AWARD
SOUTH OF ENGLAND & SOUTH WALES
BOURNE BUSINESS PARK – PHASE III

Ann Minogue

BEST OF THE BEST

Dashwood Lang Road, Addlestone

BLOOMBERG
3 Queen Victoria Street, London

CORPORATE WORKPLACE
National Winner
BLOOMBERG
3 Queen Victoria Street, London

Regional Winners
MIDLANDS & CENTRAL ENGLAND
ONE FRIARGATE
Coventry

NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH
WALES & NORTHERN IRELAND
WATERFRONT POINT
Halton Housing, Waterfront Point,
Warrington Road, Widnes

SCOTLAND
STANDARD LIFE ABERDEEN

COMMERCIAL WORKPLACE
National Winner
NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH
WALES & NORTHERN IRELAND
NUMBER ONE KIRKSTALL FORGE
Great Exhibition Way,
Kirkstall Forge, Leeds

Regional Winners
LONDON
WHITE COLLAR FACTORY
1 Old Street Yard, London

MIDLANDS & CENTRAL ENGLAND
ONE STATION SQUARE
Cambridge

6 St Andrew Square, Edinburgh

SOUTH OF ENGLAND & SOUTH
WALES
TAMESIS
The Glanty, Egham

itison house
29 Cochrane Street, Glasgow.
Courtesy of Surface-ID

Neo, 9 Charlotte Street, Manchester.
Courtesy of Bruntwood

FIT OUT OF WORKPLACE
National Winner
SCOTLAND
REGISTERS OF SCOTLAND
SVP Platform, 3rd floor, St Vincent Plaza,
319 St Vincent Street, Glasgow

Regional Winners
LONDON
HAVAS UK
HKX, 3 Pancras Square,
King’s Cross, London

MIDLANDS
ASOS’S CONTACT CENTRE
Hercules Way, Leavesden, Watford

NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH WALES
& NORTHERN IRELAND
SHOOSMITHS LLP,
MANCHESTER OFFICE
The XYZ Building, 2 Hardman
Boulevard, Manchester

SOUTH OF ENGLAND & SOUTH WALES
BAYER
400 South Oak Way, Green Park,
Reading

REFURBISHED/RECYCLED
WORKPLACE
National Winner
LONDON
HERE EAST
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park,
Stratford, London

Regional Winners
MIDLANDS & CENTRAL ENGLAND
55 COLMORE ROW
Birmingham

NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH WALES
& NORTHERN IRELAND
NEO
9 Charlotte Street, Manchester

SCOTLAND
GREENSIDE
12 Blenheim Place, Edinburgh

SOUTH OF ENGLAND & SOUTH WALES
THAMES TOWER
37-45 Station Road, Reading

PROJECTS UP TO 1,500M2
National Winner
NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH WALES
& NORTHERN IRELAND
ALBERT WORKS
71 Sidney Street, Sheffield

Regional Winners
LONDON
10 Lower James St, London

MIDLANDS &
CENTRAL ENGLAND
ALPHA WORKS
Suffolk St, Queensway, Birmingham

Registers of Scotland - SVP Platform
3rd Floor, St Vincent Plaza, 319 St Vincent Street,
Glasgow. Courtesy of Registers of Scotland

CORPORATE WORKPLACE
NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH WALES
& NORTHERN IRELAND
9 Adelaide Street, Belfast

FIT OUT OF WORKPLACE
LONDON
The Crown Estate,
1 St James’s Market

SCOTLAND
NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH WALES
& NORTHERN IRELAND
HILSON MORAN
9 Charlotte Street, Manchester

Edrington, 100 Queen Street, Glasgow

REFURBISHED/
RECYCLED WORKPLACE
LONDON

SCOTLAND
ITISON HOUSE

SCOTLAND
EDRINGTON

29 Cochrane Street, Glasgow

100 Queen Street, Glasgow

The Westworks, White City Place,
Wood Lane

SOUTH OF ENGLAND
& SOUTH WALES
RAWLINGS & SON (BRISTOL)

National Commendations

REGIONAL COMMITTEE
CHAIR’S AWARD

Unit 3, Crown Road Warmley, Bristol

White Collar Factory,
1 Old Street Yard

INNOVATION

COMMERCIAL WORKPLACE
LONDON

The Adelphi, 1-11 John Adam Street

MIDLANDS & CENTRAL ENGLAND
Birmingham New Street Station

SCOTLAND

National Winner
LONDON
WHITE COLLAR FACTORY

Regional Commendations

Ian Manson

LONDON

1 Old Street Yard, London

St James’s Market, No 1 and No 2
St James’s Market, Westminster

NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH WALES
& NORTHERN IRELAND

Regional Winners
SOUTH OF ENGLAND
& SOUTH WALES
THE PORTER BUILDING
One Brunel Way, Slough

COMMERCIAL WORKPLACE

SCOTLAND
Marischal Square, Aberdeen

NORTH OF ENGLAND, NORTH WALES
& NORTHERN IRELAND
The Bright Building, Manchester

Living Ventures

SOUTH OF ENGLAND
& SOUTH WALES
Mike Henry

Thames Tower, 37-45 Station Road,
Reading. Courtesy of dn-a

CELEBRATING
EXCELLENCE IN
OFFICE SPACE

White Collar Factory
1 Old Street Yard, London.
Courtesy of Derwent London

Edrington, 100 Queen Street, Glasgow.
Courtesy of Form Design Consultants
Greenside, 12 Blenheim Place, Edinburgh.
Courtesy of Chris Stewart Group

Havas UK, HKX, 3 Pancras Square, King’s Cross,
London. Courtesy of MCM Architecture

Here East
Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park, Stratford,
London. Courtesy of Delancey

The Porter Building, One Brunel Way,
Slough. Courtesy of tp bennett
Bloomberg, 3 Queen Victoria Street,
London. Courtesy of Foster + Partners

Albert Works, 71 Sidney Street, Sheffield.
Courtesy of Cartwright Pickard Architects
Number One Kirkstall Forge, Great
Exhibition Way, Kirkstall Forge, Leeds.
Courtesy of Cooper Cromar

One Station Square, Cambridge.
Courtesy of Perkins+Will

PRESS &
SOCIAL
MEDIA
ROUNDUP
This year, the British Council for Offices has
continued to deliver thought leadership around best
practice in the creation, management and use of office
space, securing over 140 pieces of coverage across
national, regional and trade media since July 2018.

Neo, 9 Charlotte Street, Manchester.
Courtesy of Bruntwood

PRESS ACTIVITIES
BCO Chief Executive, Richard
Kauntze, has continued to provide
an authoritative and expert voice in
the industry, providing comment
for a range of titles, including City
A.M. His predictions for 2019 were
included in Property Week’s annual
review at the start of the year, which
helped to set the scene for the BCO’s
2019 research agenda focusing on
themes of technology and wellness.
The BCO’s comprehensive research
programme has provided a rich
source of insight for media and the
BCO’s own channels. The BCO’s
seminal report ‘Wellness Matters:
Health and Wellbeing in offices
and what to do about it’ has been a
consistent source of media coverage,
with it being widely reported among
leading trade titles including EG
and Property Week. The 2019
Guide to Specification has also
hooked media interest with titles
including Workplace Insight and
Modern Building Services covering
the launch of the research. Shorter
research reports including the
‘Office SpaceTime’ research are also
helping to inform a steady drumbeat
of media opportunities with Chair
of the Research Committee, Elaine
Rossall being the voice of the
research committee.

BCO events continue to celebrate
the industry’s best and brightest,
all while setting its direction.
In late 2018, both the National
and NextGen awards prompted
widespread coverage in trade
media, generating over 25 pieces
of coverage. This year’s conference
in Copenhagen was also warmly
received by media, with all five
of our media partners [Property
Week, EG, Building, OnOffice and
Architects’ Journal] recognising
the need for debate in the industry
and challenging what best practice
means when it comes to wellness
and mental health.
For 2019/2020, we will aim
to further amplify the BCO’s
significant contribution to the
industry. New research will explore
topics like the flexible workplace
experience for occupiers and fire
safety in modern offices. This
research will continue to position
the BCO as a leader for industry
insight. Next year’s Annual
Conference, with the theme of
“Future Cities”, will further enable
the BCO to nurture collaboration
between industry experts to unlock
new ways of working in Britain.

SOCIAL
MEDIA
#BCOResearch, #BCOEvents #BCOAwards
and #BCOConference have formed the basis
for the BCO’s social media activity. Our reach
and engagement have grown organically
across all of our main platforms.
TWITTER

Twitter continues to be our main channel for consistent
day-to-day content, news and announcements. With access
to live updates, it achieves (on average) 10 000 profile visits
during any flagship BCO event. It continues to be a source of
instantaneous information for our followers which increased
from 7,300 to 9,900 since 2018.

LINKEDIN

Since 2018, our corporate LinkedIn page has seen significant
growth, increasing by 2,000 followers and continues to
amplify opportunities for engagement, networking, and
bringing valuable connections together, including members
and non-members.

INSTAGRAM
In 2018, the very first photography competition for BCO
Conference ran on Instagram in collaboration with Art
Acumen. In conjunction with the official conference app,
we had another successful photography competition in
2019, with double the entries. It increased engagement
amongst delegates and provided a platform for fun, creativity
and ingenuity. Since 2018, we gained 800 new Instagram
followers, increasing from 1,200 to 2,000.

YOUTUBE
Since 2018, agile video content provided our audience with
some ‘behind the scenes’ insight into the BCO Awards judging
visits, collectively earning 2000 video views. Further video
content was distributed including commentary from BCO
Research report authors and the BCO NextGen committee.
Supporting the above channels in driving traffic to the BCO
website are the BCO Blog, Facebook Page, the BCO NextGen,
and regional Twitter accounts. These continue to grow
steadily, providing an even wider geographic and demographic
reach. All of our social media channels have been a vehicle
for the interchange of communication with BCO committees,
thought-leaders, sponsors, journalists and media partners.
Above all, each and every channel combined is enhancing the
presence and profile of the BCO and its members.

The British Council for Offices’ (BCO) mission is to
research, develop and communicate best practice
in all aspects of the office sector. It delivers this
by providing a forum for the discussion and
debate of relevant issues.

The Silver Fin Building, 455 Union Street, Aberdeen.
Courtesy of Cooper Cromar.

www.bco.org.uk

78-79 Leadenhall Street
London EC3A 3DH
mail@bco.org.uk
020 7283 0125

www.bco.org.uk
Follow us @BCO_UK
British Council for Offices – Join the Debate: BCOonline/BCO NextGen
facebook.com/British Council for Offices
/British Council for Offices
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/BCO_UK
Sign up for our newsletter at www.bco.org.uk

National Grid:
NRB, 35 Homer Road, Solihull.
Courtesy of AECOM

